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Abstract—System-level reliability estimation is a crucial aspect in
reliable design of embedded systems. Recently reported estimation
techniques use separate measurements of power consumption and
reliability to demonstrate the trade-offs between them. However,
we will argue in this paper that such measurements cannot deter-
mine comparative reliability of system components with different
power consumptions and hence a composite measurement in terms
of reliability and power consumption is required. Underpinning
this argument, we propose a system-level reliability analysis and
estimation framework, RAEF, based on SystemC using a novel
composite metric, power normalized reliability (PNR), defined as
the ratio of reliability and power consumption. We show that PNR-
based estimation enables insightful comparative reliability analysis
among different system components. We evaluate the effectiveness
of such estimation in RAEF using a case study of MPEG-2 video
decoder with four processing cores considering single-event upset
(SEU) based soft error model. Using this setup, we analyze and
compare PNR based estimation with existing reliability evaluations
at different system hierarchies. Furthermore, we demonstrate the
advantages of RAEF in assessing design choices highlighting the
impact of voltage scaling and architecture allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

With continued technology scaling, device feature sizes are

decreasing, making it possible to integrate more devices on a

single chip. The reduced feature sizes have also enabled aggres-

sive voltage scaling to reduce power consumption and to extend

battery operating life. However, on the other hand, it is becoming

harder to achieve reliability against different errors, particularly

due to single-event upsets (SEUs) caused by electromagnetic

radiations. This is because reduction of supply voltage causes an

exponential increase in the number of errors induced [3]. Hence,

there is a trade-off between power consumption and reliability,

which has been investigated extensively [5], [12]. Due to this

trade-off, reliability against soft errors is an emerging challenge

in low power design of embedded systems [11].

A crucial aspect in reliable design of a system is the ability to

accurately estimate the reliability of the system and its different

components [2], [9]. Such estimation gives an insight into com-

parative reliability analysis of different components and identifies

components that may require higher design efforts to incorporate

error tolerance [1]. Over the years, researchers have proposed and

empirically validated reliability estimation techniques at different

design abstraction levels. Reliability estimation at circuit- or

device-level [7], and at architectural-level [13], provide under-

standing of failure mechanism at lower-level abstraction. How-

ever, such estimation techniques are computationally extensive

for complex circuits and do not capture high-level behaviour. An

alternative is to employ simulation based estimation techniques

at system-level design abstraction. Reliability estimation at this

level captures high-level system behaviour and has multiple

advantages as: (a) they are computationally less extensive and

(b) they can be employed and repeated during the early design

phase for evaluation [6].

To facilitate low power and high reliability based design opti-

mization, recently a number of system-level reliability estimation

techniques have been proposed. For example, Xiang et al. [11]

showed a hierarchical reliability modeling framework for multi-

processor system-on-chip (MPSoC). Their work considered re-

liability calculation at component-level first, followed by Monte

Carlo simulations to estimate the system-level reliability in terms

of mean time to failure (MTTF). Coskun et al. [4] reported

an MPSoC reliability model based on statistical device-level

model. Using such model, system-level reliability in terms of

MPSoC lifetime was shown. Wu and Marculescu [15] proposed

another reliability evaluation using mean error impact. Using

such evaluation metric, reliability-aware power minimization

technique was shown in [15]. A similar system-level design

optimization technique was presented by Zhao et al. [16] using

reliability function based estimation.
System-level estimation techniques reported in [4], [15], [11],

[16] measure reliability and low power consumption separately

showing that reliability exacerbates with reduced voltage set-

tings. However, such measurement lacks insight as to how

reliability compares among multiple components with different

power consumptions. To understand the comparative reliability

and design optimization requirements of system components,

system-level reliability estimation need to consider reliability

and power as a composite metric, which is the aim of this

paper. In this paper, we propose a system-level reliability analysis

and estimation framework (RAEF), using a novel composite

metric, power normalized reliability (PNR), expressed as the

ratio of component reliability and dynamic power. We show that,

due to composite measurement, PNR based estimation enables

insightful reliability analysis at various design hierarchies. The

rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces

PNR metric, while Section III details proposed framework RAEF

using this metric at system-level. Section IV presents PNR-

based experimental results underlining the advantages. Finally,

Section V concludes the paper.

II. POWER NORMALIZED RELIABILITY

Existing reliability evaluations highlighting trade-offs with

power consumption are carried out using separate measurements

of reliability and power consumption [11]. Table I shows such

reliability and power estimates of components in four processing

cores with 128-bit registers each. The power (P ) values (con-

sidering dynamic power only) are given by

P = α CL V 2
ddf , (1)

where CL is the processor load capacitance per cycle, Vdd is

the supply voltage, f is the operating frequency and α is the

switching activity factor (0 ≤ α ≤ 1). The reliability values in

Table I are found by

R = exp [−λ v t] = exp [−λ0 k v t] , (2)

where t is the observation time (in seconds), v is the vulnerability

factor and k is the factor by which nominal SER (SER at



nominal voltage settings), λ0, is increased due to Vdd scaling

(λ = λ0k). The vulnerability factor (v) in (2) is related to

the actual impact of errors and is defined as the ratio of the

number of visible faults to the number of faults occurring over

a given observation time [8]. From Table I it can be seen
Table I

RELIABILITY AND POWER ESTIMATES OF DIFFERENT COMPONENTS

Component Scaling Reliability Power, mW
comp1 66.7MHz @ 0.55V 0.96 0.98

comp2 100MHz @ 0.6V 0.98 1.96

comp3 200MHz @ 1V 0.99 9.24

that, comp1 gives reduced power consumptions due to lower

voltage scaling (Vdd=0.55V and f=66.7MHz). However, lower

Vdd scaling also leads to degraded reliability (R) for comp1
as SER value increases in (2). As expected, comp2 and comp3
give higher power consumptions and increased reliability due to

higher voltage scaling (Vdd=0.6V, f=100MHz for comp2 and

Vdd=1V, f=200MHz for comp3) and reduced k. Comparing

the reliability of these components, it can be seen that comp3
gives the highest reliability among all components. However,

since the component reliabilities are achieved at the cost of

different power consumptions, such comparisons are clearly not

justified when reliability and power consumption are considered

jointly. Hence, for insightful reliability comparison and analysis

of system components, composite measurement is much needed.

To jointly estimate and compare the reliability of different

components of a system, we propose a novel composite metric,

power normalized reliability (PNR), defined by the ratio of

reliability (given by (2)) and power consumption (given by (1))

of a system component with equal weights, i.e.

PNR =
R

P
=

exp [−λ0 k v t]

α CL V 2
ddf

. (3)

The PNR definition in (3) essentially gives a measure of compo-

nent reliability for a given cost in terms of power consumption.

As can be seen, PNR depends on the voltage scaling (through

Vdd and f ), processor activity factor (α), observation time (t) and

the vulnerability factor (v) of the component. The vulnerability

factor and observation time affect the reliability (defined in (2)),

while voltage scaling and processor activity factor affect the

power consumption (defined in (1)). Fig. 1 shows the impact of

voltage scaling and processor activity on PNR. The power values

in horizontal axis are evaluated through the product (CL V 2
ddf )

in 1, while three different PNR values are evaluated in vertical

axis through (3) assuming activity factors of α=1, 0.75 and 0.5.

Two observations can be made from Fig. 1. First observation

Figure 1. Power consumption versus PNR relationship

is that due to exponential variation in power consumption with

voltage scaling, PNR is significantly high at lower voltage

scaling. However, with higher voltage scaling power is increased

and also reliability is improved due to reduction in the error rate

in (2). This leads to less significant PNR variations at higher

power consumption. Second observation is related to the fact that

with higher activity factor PNR is reduced as power consumption

is increased linearly. From the above observations it is evident

that PNR is an insightful metric for comparing the reliability

per unit power consumption for a given voltage scaling. It can

also be useful when comparing between components of different

voltage scalings (Section IV shows the impact of voltage scaling

on PNR based estimations).

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK: RAEF

System-level reliability estimation with power normalized

reliability (PNR) metric (Section II) is carried out using proposed

reliability analysis and estimation framework (RAEF). It is

organized in three interconnected units: fault injection simulator,

simulation monitor and PNR based reliability estimator (Fig. 2).

Detailed description of each unit follows.

Figure 2. Block diagram of proposed framework, RAEF

A. Fault Injection Simulator

Fault injection simulator in RAEF, implemented through [10],

is responsible for simulated fault injection into SystemC design

specifications. Fault injection is initiated through replacement

of variable or signal types in the original design specification

to the equivalent fault injection (FI) enabler types (Fig. 2).

These FI enabler types contain constructors (executed during

module initialization) and destructors (executed when module

scope expires) to automatically update the centralized fault

locations database through insertion / deletion of their value

holder addresses. The fault injections into the registers contained

within the fault locations database are then carried out based on

the policy specified by the fault policy manager, which takes user

input of soft error rate (SER) and probability distribution of fault

locations. Based on a given fault policy, the actual fault injection

is carried out by fault injection manager through perturbation

of registers in the fault locations database. To control the fault

injection timing, system clock is connected to the fault injection

manager (Fig. 2).

B. Simulation Monitors

Simulation monitors interact with the fault injection simulator

(Section III-A) and capture simulation-specific information at

register- and processing core-level. At register-level, the follow-

ing simulation-specific information is logged over an observation

time (t):

1) The total number of active cycles by i-th register in c-th
processing core, tbi,c (in clock cycles),

2) The total number of visible errors experienced, ΓV
i,c, and

the total number of errors injected, ΓA
i,c in i-th register of

c-th processing core.

The above information are obtained through implementating sim-

ulation monitors in read, write, arithmetic and logical operator



definitions in the FI enabler types, which are used to specify the

type of registers. In these operator functions, setCycleBusy(..)
method in register-level monitor object, regMonitor contained in

Monitor class, is used to update busy cycles in FI enabler types

as shown below-

Monitor::regMonitor().setCycleBusy(this.pointer);

As can be seen, the current FI enabler type (i.e. register) address

pointer is passed as a parameter of setVisible(..) to update the

target register within the fault injection database. To determine

and set visibility of errors, the following statements are used in

the FI enabler type operation definitions-

tmp = this->old_value;
if(*this == tmp)

Monitor::regMonitor().setVisible(this.pointer);

As can be seen, the visibility of injected errors is first deter-

mined by comparing the the older register value (old value,

before injection of fault) with the post-injection register value

(contained within this). If the outcomes are different, the fault in

the register is marked as visible by setVisible(..) method with the

register pointer address as the parameters. Due to operator based

implementation of monitors with counters for each register, the

simulation-specific information are updated automatically when

they are used.
At processing core-level, simulation specific information are

logged by the same monitors using a global counter for each

processing core. The use of such global counters ensures that

related register-level activities during the same clock cycle are

updated only once. The following information are logged at

processing core-level over an observation time (t):

1) The total busy cycles in c-th processing core, tbc.

2) The total number of visible errors experienced, ΓV
c and

the total number of actual errors injected, ΓA
c by the c-th

processing core.

The above simulation-specific information obtained through the

simulation monitors are then used to analyze and estimate the

reliability using PNR metric in the reliability estimator.

C. PNR based Reliability Estimator
The PNR based estimation in RAEF is carried out at three

hierarchical levels: register-level, component-level and system-

level. Register-level estimation shows how reliability of registers

is affected due to lower-level perturbation, while processing

core-level estimation underlines the impact on the reliability of

a group of registers in a processing core. Finally, reliability

estimation at system-level shows how overall reliability is af-

fected for a given implementation. Such hierarchical estimation

enables reliability analysis of system components and provides

insight into their comparative design requirements for fault tol-

erance [11]. Reliability estimations at various levels are detailed

in the following.
1) PNR at Register-level: We consider that a system S

comprises of C voltage scalable processing cores, i.e. scεS; c =
1, 2, ...C, where sc is the c-th processing core of system S. Each

processing core can be considered as a set of Gc registers in the

reliability space, which are affected by the same voltage scaling.

Consider SER expressed in terms of per bit failures in time (FIT)

is λb (in faults per bit per cycle). For the i-th register (in c-th
processing core) with size gi,c, the effective SER experienced

by the register, λi,c, is given by [8] as

λi,c =

gi,c∑
b=1

λb kc vb , (4)

where kc is the factor by which λb increases due to voltage

scaling on c-th processing core, vb is the vulnerability of b-th bit.

The vulnerability factor (vb) in (4) is defined as the ratio of the

number of visible faults to the number of faults occurring over

a given observation time [8]. With the given SER per register

(λi,c) in (4), the reliability of i-th register in c-th processing core,

Ri,c, is given by (2) as

Ri,c = exp [−λi,ct] = exp [−gi,ckcλbt] , (5)

where t is the observation time in clock cycles (found through

simulation monitors, Section III-B). From (5) it can be seen

that for a given λb and observation time (t, in clock cycles),

per register reliability (Ri,c) is affected by the register size and

the voltage scaling applied on the processing core. Using the

reliability definition in (5), PNR of i-th register in c-th processing

core can be given by (3) as

PNRi,c =
Ri,c

Pi,c
=

exp [−gi,ckcλbt]
tbi,c
t CLV 2

ddf
, (6)

where Pi,c is the power consumption due to processor activity

in the i-th register and can expressed by (1) as a function

of tbi,c obtained from the simulation monitors (Section III-B).

Considering the voltage scaling for a processing core does not

change over a given observation time, the comparative PNRs of

registers of a processing core show the impact of register size

and processor activity factor in the registers on their reliability

for a given power consumption (Section II).

2) PNR at Processing Core-level: At processing core-level,

the SER experienced by c-th processing core, λc, is given as

λc =

Gc∑
i=1

λi,cvi,c , (7)

where Gc is the number of registers and vi,c is the vulnerability

of i-th register in c-th processing core. The vulnerability at

register-level (vi,c) is found as the ratio of ΓV
i,c and ΓA

i,c obtained

through simulation monitors (Section III-B), i.e. vi,c=ΓV
i,c/Γ

A
i,c.

Using the vi,c value, the effective SER at processing core-level

in (7) can be expressed as

λc =

Gc∑
i=1

λi,c

(
ΓV
i,c/Γ

A
i,c

)
. (8)

With the effective SER in (8), reliability of the c-th component

over the observation time t can be given by (2) as

Rc = exp

[
−

Gc∑
i=1

λi,c

(
ΓV
i,c/Γ

A
i,c

)
t

]
. (9)

From (9), it evident that the reliability of a processing core will

depend upon the number of registers used in the core, per register

SER and the vulnerability at register-level. Using (9) in (2), the

PNR of c-th processing core is given by

PNRc =
Rc

Pc
=

exp

[
−

Gc∑
i=1

λi,c

(
ΓV
i,c/Γ

A
i,c

)
t

]

tbc
t CL V 2

dd f
. (10)

where Pc is the power consumption of the c-th processing

core, found through (1) using tbc and t values obtained from

simulation monitors (Section III-B). From (10) it can be seen that

PNRc depends on a number of factors: the number and size of

component registers, the vulnerability of component registers,

voltage scaling used and the activity factor of the processing

core. For a given voltage scaling, the PNR estimations of differ-

ent processing cores can give insightful reliability comparisons

involving their activity and register usage.



3) PNR at System-level: At system-level the effective SER

experienced, λ, is given as

λ =
C∑

c=1

λcvc , (11)

where vc is the vulnerability factor of c-th processing core and

is given as the ratio of ΓV
c and ΓV

c obtained from the simulation

monitors (Section III-B), i.e. vc=ΓV
c /Γ

A
c . Equation (11) gives the

effective overall SER experienced at system-level. Using (11),

system-level PNR can be given as the ratio of system reliability

and power consumption, i.e.

PNR = exp

[
−

C∑
c=1

λc

(
ΓV
c /Γ

A
c

)
t

]
/

C∑
c=1

Pc . (12)

System-level PNR estimation in (12) depends on the reliability

and power consumptions of the processing cores. For given

voltage scalings on the MPSoC processing cores, achieving

high PNR at system-level is desirable since it signifies high

reliability for a given cost in terms of power consumption.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To demonstrate the effectiveness of RAEF using PNR based

estimation (Section III), the PNR estimates at register-level and

processing core-level are analyzed and compared with existing

reliability evaluation using MPEG-2 video decoder as a case

study. This is followed by investigation into the impact of

voltage scaling, architecture allocation (allocation of number of

processing cores) and system-level PNR comparisons among

different applications. All experiments are carried out using

single-event upset based fault model assuming an arbitrary SER

(in terms of failures in time per bit) of λb=10−18 and Poisson’s

distribution of fault locations in RAEF (Section III-A).

A. Case Study: MPEG-2 Video Decoder

MPEG-2 video decoder constitutes a major component of cur-

rent and future multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC) applica-

tions and is chosen as a case study to evaluate the effectiveness

of RAEF. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of a MPEG-2 video

decoder setup with four processing cores implemented in RAEF.

SystemC behavioral modeling is used for decoder cores, while

partitioning and allocation are performed arbitrarily to reflect

MPSoC. Each processing core consists of an ARM7 processor,

Figure 3. Block diagram of MPEG-2 video decoder used in RAEF

data and instruction cache (8kbits and 16kbits), and private

memory (512kbits). The cache and memory sizes have been

chosen to provide high availability of data and parallelism among

the processing cores. To minimize power, clock tree generator

is used to feed different voltages and frequencies to the decoder

processing cores (Fig. 3). Using such clock tree generator, two

voltage scalings are used: f=200 MHz at Vdd=1V (nominal

voltage scaling) and f=100 MHz at Vdd=0.6V (scaling by 2). All

experiments using the decoder are carried out over an observation

time of 10 seconds, while decoding a flower sequence with 334

CIF frames (Source: ftp://ftp.tek.com/tv/test/streams/Element/).

To evaluate the effectiveness of PNR based composite mea-

surement at register-level, Table II shows the reliability and

power consumptions for registers in the MC decoder core

(Fig. 3). For demonstration purposes, only 10 registers are

included out of a total of 732 registers. The power consumption

values are estimated for nominal voltage scaling (i.e. Vdd=1V and

f=200MHz), while reliability values are estimated in RAEF for

an SER (in terms of failures in time per bit) of λb=10−18 accord-

ing to [11]. Columns 1 and 2 show the register names and their
Table II

RELIABILITY AND POWER ESTIMATES FOR TEN REGISTERS IN MC DECODER

CORE (FIG. 3) AT NOMINAL VOLTAGE SETTING (200MHZ@1V)

Reg. Size,
gi bit

Act. Cycl,
(tbi,c)

Eff. SER,
λi,c

Reliab.,
Ri,c

Power,
Pi,c watts

reg1 1 1.1E+9 1.0E-16 0.99999 6.1E-3

reg2 8 6.2E+8 8.0E-16 0.99998 3.4E-3

reg3 8 1.2E+9 8.0E-16 0.99998 6.8E-3

reg4 16 6.1E+8 1.6E-15 0.99997 3.3E-3

reg5 16 5.5E+8 1.6E-15 0.99997 3.0E-3

reg6 32 1.4E+9 3.2E-15 0.99994 7.7E-3

reg7 32 9.5E+8 3.2E-15 0.99994 5.2E-3

reg8 64 5.4E+8 6.4E-15 0.99987 3.0E-3

reg9 128 9.6E+8 1.3E-14 0.99974 5.3E-3

reg10 128 5.9E+8 1.3E-14 0.99974 3.3E-3

sizes, columns 3 and 4 show total register activity cycles and the

effective SER experienced by these registers (λi,c) and columns 5

and 6 show the reliability and power estimates for these registers

(Table II). The register sizes and activity cycles per register

are obtained through simulation monitors, while effective SER,

reliability and power values are estimated using (4), (5) and (1)

in RAEF. As can be seen, with increasing size of the registers,

the effective SER experienced by the registers also increases.

Due to such increase in SERs, the reliability over the given

observation time (10 seconds, i.e. t=200 × 107 clock cycles)

decreases. Comparing the reliability estimates among all registers

(column 5), it can be seen that reg1 gives the best reliability

among all registers. Comparing the power consumptions among

all registers (column 6), it can be seen that reg4 has the lowest

power consumption. Clearly using such separate measurements

of reliability and power consumption with different values do

not give any insightful comparison when power consumption

and reliability are considered jointly.

Figure 4. PNR for different registers of MC core (Fig. 3)

Fig. 4 shows the comparative PNR based estimates of different

registers (Table II) found through (6) in RAEF. These PNR

values are also compared with reliability values found in RAEF

using (5). To give comparable scales for between PNR and

reliability estimates, the reliability values (column 5, found by

reliability function presented in [11]) are normalized by the

maximum power consumption at nominal voltage settings (found

using (1) with α=1). As can be seen, although reliability values

(Table II) show that reg1 is the most reliable, the PNR estimates

(Fig. 4) suggest that reg8 is the most reliable for a given power



consumption. This is because reg8 has much lower register

activity and hence lower power consumption compared to reg1.

Similar observations are also made with reg4 and reg5. Despite

having similar reliability estimates, PNR estimates suggest that

reg5 is more reliable for given power consumption due to lower

register activity (Table II). As expected, due to higher power

consumption and lower reliability, reg3 and reg6 have the lowest

PNR among the registers. Due to lower power consumption and

lower register activity, reg5 and reg8 give the best PNR.
Table III

RELIABILITY AND POWER ESTIMATES FOR PROCESSING CORES OF MPEG-2
VIDEO DECODER (FIG. 3)

Core Act.
Cyc., tbc

Eff.
Vuln., v

Eff. SER Reliab.,
Rc

Power,
Pc

(watts)
VLD 8.60E+8 4.86E-13 0.87 9.303E-1 4.73E-3

ISQ 1.14E+9 5.72E-13 0.85 9.286E-1 6.27E-3

IDCT 1.74E+9 1.59E-12 0.95 9.083E-1 9.57E-3

MC 1.44E+9 5.99E-13 0.91 9.280E-1 7.92E-3

To analyze PNR estimation at processing core-level, Table III

shows the reliability (according to [11]) and power estimates

of decoder processing cores (Fig. 3) using RAEF (Section III).

Columns 1-3 show the processing core names, the number of

active cycles and the effective processing core vulnerability

factor of the processing core, while columns 4-6 show the

effective SERs experienced, reliability and power estimates for

the processing cores (Table III). The active cycles and effective

vulnerability factor per processing core are obtained through

simulation monitors, while the effective SER, reliability and

power values are estimated using (8), (9) and (1) in RAEF. As

can be seen, VLD core experiences the lowest effective SER

when compared to the other processing cores. With such low

SER, VLD core gives the best reliability among all processing

cores. VLD core also experiences the lowest power consumption

due to lower activity factor. On the other hand, IDCT core

experiences the highest power consumption due to high core

activity. In contrast to the VLD core, IDCT core experiences the

lowest reliability due to high effective SER experienced. The

ISQ and MC cores exhibit higher power consumption and lower

reliability when compared with VLD core due to their higher

effective SERs and activity factors (Table III).

Figure 5. PNR estimates for different processing cores at nominal voltage
setting (200MHz@1V) in MPEG-2 video decoder (Fig. 3)

Fig. 6 shows the comparative PNRs of the processing cores es-

timated using the reliability and power consumption values in Ta-

ble III. As expected, due to high power consumption (Table III),

IDCT core gives the lowest PNR among all processing cores.

On the other hand, due to lower processor activity resulting in

low power consumption (Table III), VLD core experiences the

highest PNR among the processing cores. Fig. 5 also compares

the PNR estimates with reliability values (defined by (9)). To

give comparable scales for reliability estimates, the reliability

values in column 3 are normalized by the maximum power

consumption at nominal voltage settings (found through (1) with

α=1). As can be seen, the reliability values do not show any

significant variation among the processing cores. However, PNR

based estimates clearly show that VLD core is most reliable and

IDCT core is the most unreliable for a given power consumption.

Due to composite measurement, PNR gives better insight in

terms of reliability per unit power consumption.

Figure 6. Impact of voltage scaling on PNR based estimation

To demonstrate the impact of power minimization through

voltage scaling on PNR, Fig. 6 shows the PNR estimates of

four processing cores of the decoder (Fig. 3) for two different

voltage scalings (nominal voltage scaling and voltage scaling

by 2). Comparing the PNR estimates of the same core at two

different scalings, it can be seen that due to significant reduction

in power consumption with voltage scaling by 2 (Vdd=0.6V

and f=100MHz), PNR is much higher (up to 7 times) when

compared with the PNR at nominal voltage scaling (Vdd=1V

and f=200MHz). However, when the impact of voltage is

de-emphasized by multiplying the PNR estimates with their

respective maximum power consumptions for the given voltage

scalings (using α=1 in (1)), the result shows that the reliability

per unit normalized power of lower voltage scaling is slightly

lower due to increased SER and degraded reliability.

Figure 7. Impact of observation time on PNR estimation

B. System-level Reliability Comparisons

The PNR based analysis and estimation of MPEG-2 video

decoder (Fig. 3) is further carried out at system-level. To examine

the impact of observation time on PNR estimates at system-

level, Fig. 7 shows the different PNR values estimated at nominal

voltage scaling for the following observation times: 0.01, 0.1, 1

and 10 seconds (corresponding to t=2×106, 2×107, 2×108 and

2×109 clock cycles). The PNR values are estimated in RAEF

using (12) with the information obtained from the simulation

monitor (Section III-B). As can be seen, with increased ob-

servation times, PNR is gradually decreased. This is because

reliability at system-level (defined by (12)) is degraded with

increased observation times. Hence, PNR based estimations over

considerably longer observation times will be dominated by

poor reliability, while for shorter observation times it would be

dominated by power consumption, as expected.

Architecture allocation is an important system-level design

step that deals with the allocation of number of processing

cores in an MPSoC architecture. The effect of architecture

allocation on power consumption and reliability of an MPSoC

has been investigated extensively [12]. To study the impact of



Table IV
TASK DISTRIBUTION OF MPEG-2 VIDEO DECODER AMONG CORES FOR

DIFFERENT ARCHITECTURE ALLOCATIONS

Allocation Core Mapped Tasks

2 Cores
Core 1 variable length decoding & motion compensation
Core 2 inv. scan, quantization & inv. disc. cos. transformation

3 Cores
Core 1 variable length decoding & inv. scan and quantization
Core 2 motional compensation
Core 3 inverse discrete cosine transformation

3 Cores
Core 1 variable length decoding
Core 2 inverse scan and quantization
Core 3 inverse discrete cosine transformation
Core 4 motional compensation

5 Cores

Core 1 variable length decoding
Core 2 inverse scan and quantization
Core 3 discrete cosine transformation by row
Core 4 discrete cosine transformation by column
Core 5 motion compensation

architecture allocation (i.e. MPSoCs with varying sizes) on PNR

based reliability estimates at system-level, Table IV first shows

different architecture allocations of MPEG-2 decoder with 2,

3, 4 and 5 cores along with the mapped tasks per core. The

application task mapping is carried out arbitrarily to reflect

MPSoC. Fig. 8 shows the PNR estimates of the decoder with

these four architecture allocations (Table IV). All PNR values are

estimated at nominal voltage scaling (Vdd=1V and f=200MHz).

As can be seen, with higher architecture allocation, the PNR

Figure 8. Impact of decoder architecture allocations on PNR based estimation

values are decreased. This is because with more allocated cores

in the decoder, power consumption of the decoder increases

significantly. As a result of decreasing PNR values with higher

architecture allocations, the decoder with 2 cores experiences

the highest PNR, while the decoder with 5 cores experiences

the lowest PNR when compared with the other cores.

Figure 9. Comparative PNR estimates of different MPSoC applications

Reliability and power consumption of a system depends on

the complexity and implementation of an application [14]. To

evaluate the comparative system-level reliabilities of different

applications, Fig. 9 shows the PNR estimates of five different ap-

plications: MPEG-2 video decoder, GZIP, AES, FFT and JPEG1.

These PNR values are estimated in RAEF using architecture

allocation of 2 cores for each application at nominal voltage

setting (Vdd=1V and f=200MHz). As can be seen, MPEG-

2 experiences the lowest PNR among all other applications.

Lower PNR estimate in MPEG-2 is caused by two major

factors. The first factor is related to higher activity factor due to

highly parallel and computationally intensive nature of MPEG-2

1Modified SystemC specifications are used. Sources of GZIP, JPEG and MPEG:
http://euler.slu.edu/∼fritts/mediabench/, AES and FFT: www.systemc.org

decoder processing [14], leading to higher power consumption.

The second factor is related to higher register usage, which leads

to higher effective SER and degraded overall reliability (given

by (12)). Due to low activity factor and lower register usage

(higher reliability), FFT application gives the best PNR among

all applications.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a system-level reliability esti-

mation framework, RAEF (Reliability Analysis and Estimation

Framework). The reliability estimation is carried out using a

novel composite metric, power normalized reliability (PNR),

expressed as the ratio of component reliability and power

consumption. We showed that PNR is insightful for reliability

comparison of system and its components as opposed to sep-

arate measurements reported to date, which fail to determine

the comparative reliability of system components when power

consumption is considered jointly. Using a case study of MPEG-

2 video decoder, we evaluated the effectiveness of RAEF and

showed the reliability analysis and estimation at different system

hierarchies. Furthermore, we demonstrated the advantages of

PNR based estimation in analyzing the design choices including

voltage scaling, architecture allocation and system application.

Incorporating various weights on power and reliability metrics,

together with other system-level parameters, will be considered

in future research.
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